IN RACING,

rules are either adhered to, broken, or undergo countless hours of, shall we say, deep massage.
From the rule-makers’ perspective, outdated regulations get dumped, while new
ones typically win approval following thoughtful research and planning. In fact,
promoters and sanctioning body officials attest to carefully considering safety,
expense, performance and healthy competition when instituting new rules, or modifying existing ones.
Even geography can play a part, as national race series rules can be unsuitable
for local race track competition.
Indeed, all stakeholders interviewed for this examination of rule-making and
product approval in motorsports said they welcome input from racers, manufacturers, service providers, other race promoters and sanctioning bodies. And all spend
a great deal of time researching the effects of new parts and rule changes before
inking them onto the grid.
For those who break the rules, there are often varying penalties—some are clearly
stated and rigidly enforced, while others earn a black flag thanks to a subjective
viewpoint. As for motivation, some rule-breakers do so in defiance of perceived
unfairness, while others simply try to gain an advantage without getting caught.
Recognizing how easily confusion can lead to boiling resentment, and the fact
that knowledge is power, we decided to investigate how rules in racing are made,
as well as how parts are approved or rejected for competition. The result should be
a clearer understanding of why sanctioning bodies, race track operators and pro-
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moters navigate the pathways of these
critical subjects in the fashion they do.
Rule-Making Procedures
Regardless of the venue, racers
frequently object when a new rule is
adopted, especially if they believe there
is no obvious benefit to the class, series
or level of competition. Of course, there
are economics to consider, too.
“For the most part we agree with the
racers on this matter. New rules do cost
the racer, and it’s not too often we have
found that we can save the racers money
no matter how hard we try to do so,” said
Stan Lester, CEO of FASTRAK Racing
Series, Carnesville, Georgia.
Each year, Lester examines how
other sanctioning bodies are operating and considers approaches that may
work for his series. “Sometimes people
really come up with good ideas that we
haven’t thought of yet,” he said, “or have
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not addressed. We hold an annual team
meeting about rules, products, etc. We
first meet with the staff, though, and make
decisions from there what is or isn’t worthwhile to take to the team meeting.”
New this year is the group’s Skypebased training session to streamline
overall communication between teams,
engine builders, tech inspectors and
tracks. The goal is for two driver reps per
track to serve as go-betweens for local
drivers. This means meetings consist of
48 people instead of wrangling with a
group of 500-plus.
“Nothing replaces face to face, but we
believe video conference meeting is the
next best thing,” said Lester.
World Racing Group (WRG) Chief
Operating Officer Tom Deery, who heads

the Concord, North Carolina-based World
of Outlaws and DIRTcar Series, said his
group engages in ongoing rule discussions. “Other sanctioning bodies at our
level are our greatest resource,” he said.
“In the suspension universe, shock technology was introduced in IndyCar, moved
into NASCAR, and then found its way
into our method of racing. It’s new. It’s
interesting. We are all learning together.”
Having been a racer before becoming
a track owner in 2012, Phil Birkinsha of
Atchison County Raceway in Atchison,
Kansas, takes rule changes very seriously, and with caution. “I have seen
other tracks have knee-jerk reactions
when they find something they don’t like.
They decided to make changes even in
midseason, which cost many racers lots

Though racers may question the need for additional regulations or procedures at their local track or
preferred sanction, promoters and sanctioning body officials attest to carefully considering safety,
expense, performance and healthy competition when instituting new rules or modifying existing
ones. Geography is yet another factor often included in the decision-making process.
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of money over seemingly minor issues.
“Most racers are not financially
equipped to even have the hobby they
have, yet they make budget adjustments
to continue in this very expensive hobby,”
he added. “In our most entry-level classes
we try to keep out all the bells and whistles that we possibly can.”
K e v i n G u t h r i e , t e c h d i re c t o r a t
E v e r g re e n S p e e d w a y i n M o n ro e ,
Washington, a NASCAR Home Track,
pays special attention to the racers that
don’t finish among the top 10 on a regular
basis. “These racers get overlooked the
most when new rules are being introduced,” Guthrie explained. “Evergreen
Speedway is an asphalt track that still
has a steel body-based street stock-style

Input from racers, as well as manufacturers,
service providers, promoters and sanctioning
organizations is often taken into account when
officials consider new rules. But, there are times
when a rule change does not achieve the desired
effect. One tech director reported, “Safety and
risk management normally are highest on the
list of possible effects, but sometimes we get it
wrong. We believe being willing to admit that and
fix it is a requirement to be a successful track.”

class. When rules are allowed to creep
forward enough it forces these racers to
park their cars, or sell them. We work to
keep the progression in check. Our class
has been growing partly because of the
abundance of steel body-based cars
available, and partly because of the track
trying to enforce the rules as written.”
Guthrie holds weekly staff meetings
where ideas are introduced and debated.
“Safety and risk management normally
are highest on the list of possible effects,
but sometimes we get it wrong. We
believe being willing to admit that and
fix it is a requirement to be a successful
track,” he confessed.
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Guthrie further noted that NASCAR is
in the process of setting up a mechanism
that would allow all Home Track techs to
discuss matters of concern with each
other in a secure, private environment.
He hopes that other tracks choose to
utilize what he believes could be a very
beneficial new tool.
Rollie Miller, general manager and
national event director for Promedia’s
NMCA, NMRA and NMCA WEST series,
has a tech committee—led by a tech
director—that handles rule-making across
all three platforms. The group holds committee meetings four times a year, with
discussions at every race in categories,
each staffed by no more than seven
racers per council that best represent
their entire category.
“Many times ideas for rule changes
come from these councils, but when
ideas come from outside we will review
those ideas with the racer councils for
their opinion,” explained Glen Gray, vice
president of technical operations at the
Glendora, California-based organization.
“Within the NHRA, staff comprise 14
different rules committees that vote on
rule changes. A majority vote is required
for a rule to pass and be implemented.
“We always try to be mindful to the
impact a rule makes on the racing
community,” he continued. “Rule changes
are typically made to address issues that
include, but are not limited to improving
safety, reducing costs to race, keeping
or improving parity or performance, and
enhancing fan entertainment.”
T h e r a c e r- d e d i c a t e d w e b s i t e
NHRARacer.com covers every class with
comprehensive, up-to-date information,
rules and scheduling.
In addition, expanded TV coverage and
an emphasis on enhancing fan enjoyment
have prompted NHRA to investigate new
ways of reducing the delay in competition
created by oil downs. Different techniques
were reviewed with the racers’ Nitro
Advisory Council, comprised of five crew
chiefs who helped craft three separate
rules to alleviate the problem.
According to Gray, NHRA’s rules committees follow a robust investigative
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process. A general breakdown: Prior to
a rules review meeting, each rules committee chairman must generate a Rules
Request Form that documents multiple
factors (e.g. reason for the rule, number of
racers impacted, cost to the racer, date of
implementation, etc.). During the meeting,
the merits of the rule are discussed at
length, followed by a vote, which is documented on the Rules Request Form
and sent to the Rules Review Panel for
evaluation. The panel verifies that each
committee has exercised due diligence
in approving or denying a rule change
request before they themselves decide
whether to approve or deny the request.
If approved, the rule is then documented
online and implemented when required.

Driver safety is often the No. 1 reason for tracks
and sanctions to incorporate new rules, as one
sanctioning body representative noted, “Safety
advancements are factors that must always be
considered, as opposed to performance. It is our
responsibility to investigate the potential benefit
a suggestion may have for our industry.”

Birkinsha agreed that racing’s No. 1
enemy is rules creep, a phenomenon
that threatens car counts at tracks nationwide. “Where we once ran three or four
classes we now have twice as many, and
we have to purse all of them. Rules creep
pushes racers out of competition, forcing
promoters to build new classes. Couple
this with the simple fact that people don’t
leave their houses to take in a race the
way they used to, and you can see why
tracks are closing. I built my track with
used stuff from tracks [that were] forced
to close,” he noted.
When racers break the rules, each
group, track and series follows specific
violation enforcement. WRG’s Deery
50
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explained, “With nearly every situation
the offending act can be unique with
its own set of factors. Flexibility in the
penalty is necessary to address the
unique aspects [of each infraction].”
Rules at World Racing Group are
impacted by industry developments
and technology advances—an evolving process of multiple interests. “Not
only are we the competition ‘cops’ of the
rules we make,” Deery added, “but we
also penalize and change rules. It is all
three branches of governing rolled into
one. We deal with product manufacturers,
teams looking for an edge, and our officials looking down the road at the overall
impact. Our goal is to hold events on an
equal, competitive playing field with as
broad an access to the sport as possible.”
Deery admitted that innovation causes
WRG to be more reactive than proactive,
as the variety of perspectives on how to
compete with a motorized vehicle in a
specific arena can be quite broad. So
officials must be aware of, and evaluate, all interests.
“We have some incredibly smart people
and companies in this industry,” said
Deery. “Just like graduate students, we
are always observing racing changes
where the curriculum and the curve are
always changing. Anyone who buys a pit
pass feels they have a right to give an
opinion. We recognize the value of varied
opinions, but know that every change
has an economic impact on teams. Rule
writers know that comprehensive specifications can easily limit the access to a
series if not written carefully.”
Product-Approval Process
From a single, hometown track to a
national series, the desire for improved
safety sits atop every tech committee’s
wish list. Proposals are welcome from all
corners, but timing is a key factor.
Promedia’s Miller explained, “New
products must be submitted to our tech
committee before the start of each year,
taking into account the SEMA and PRI
Shows—when most of these items debut.
The manufacturer needs to submit the
product and data sheets by November
15 to allow our tech committee enough
52
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time for the review process.”
From his own standpoint, Atchison
County Raceway’s Birkinsha firmly
believes there are too many product
changes. “In my experience this is a
problem created by tracks and sanctioning bodies. Many rule-makers simply
have too much money. You have to put
yourself in the position of the majority, not
the minority. Our two entry-level classes
have identical motor packages that can
be put together for $1500, and you don’t
need a professional builder to build it. The
racing population is growing old. Entry
level is the future of racing. If you don’t
get new people, especially young people,
into cars we are doomed.”
Birkinsha stressed that establishing a
set of rules—and an approved products
list—that can be properly inspected is
equally important. Citing sealed crate
engines, he said they are “good in theory”
but have become a challenge to tech
because track officials cannot open them.
“Racers can buy the sealed bolts, open
the motors, make the changes, reseal
them, and create an advantage that is
hard to detect. It is one way the crates are
losing their proposed integrity,” he said.
Evergreen’s Guthrie combs parts manufacturers’ websites and performs online
searches for “horror stories” associated
with products, he told us, in addition
to talking with tech staff at speedways
across the country when determining a
product’s worth.
“We try not to ban any items simply
because another sanctioning body does,”
he said. “I hear many racers complain
when new rules that are adopted cost
them money. I understand their point
of view. Racing is a lifestyle. A track or
series must always be looking years
down the road if they want to survive to
determine what is best for their continued
growth and protection for all racers, and
one specifically. They must concurrently
protect their active racers who support
the track every week.”
Deery understands this, adding, “Part
approval is an important element in rule
enforcement. An approved part is now
becoming part of the rule-making process
April 2016
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Officials understand that new rules typically mean added expenses for racers. For this reason, according to the tech director at one NASCAR Home Track in the Pacific Northwest, “a track or series must
always be looking years down the road if they want to survive to determine what is best for their
continued growth and protection for all racers, and one specifically.”

to meet our wants. We determine what a
particular part needs to accomplish and
then provide manufacturers with those
specs. This approach has grown over
the past five years.”
At NHRA, research is driven by a product’s perceived impact. Gray said,“If the
product has the potential for improving the aerodynamics of the vehicle, for
example, NHRA might work with outside
agencies to perform [Computational Fluid
Dynamics] modeling on the new part.”
Today, NHRA requires all products be
submitted to its director of engineering for
approval. The director will in turn consult
the appropriate experts—including staff,
as well as specialists in the field and even
academia. Sometimes, in extreme cases,
extensive research assistance is needed.
“An example of an extreme case is
illustrated by the enclosed canopy used
on some of the Top Fuel cars,” explained
Gray. “We are not aerodynamic experts,
so we went to a third party for CFD modeling and a study that compared a canopy
car with a non-canopy car. Surprisingly,
the data was very close, and we were
able to equalize it by making a small rules
adjustment. We used third party, scientific
proof—not opinion—which was backed
up by on-track analysis. Time showed
there was no appreciable advantage.”
Final approval, then, must come in
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writing from the sanction’s vice president
of technical operations; it is done so only
after the director of engineering and the
review panel agrees.
Nice and tidy now, but before this
effective process was adopted, verbal
approval based on the rulebook was the
norm. And the result was often unintentional headaches. Gray referenced the
experience of Aerodine Composites in
Indianapolis, Indiana, which in 2010 got
caught in the transitional process.
Aerodine had decided to design and
build a Top Fuel rear wing, and its president Craig McCarthy, a trained engineer,
received verbal approval from NHRA.
Mid-way through the six-month development process, the sanctioning body
decided it did not want to create an environment in which each team was forced
to purchase the latest components to be
competitive. Aerodine had no choice but
to redesign the wing at considerable cost.
“Essentially, we asked Aerodine to
‘dumb down’ their product in order to
keep costs to the team in check,” admitted Gray. “Now we first require a written
concept proposal from the developer/
manufacturer, protecting them from
unnecessary development expenditures
and avoiding misunderstandings.”
Engineer McCarthy felt his customer
was being cheated, but businessman
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McCarthy carved out opportunity in the
restriction by marketing a package, not
just a part, that included an engineering
performance matrix with an actual set-up
point, not a guessing point.
“There was bitterness about redesigning [the part] to what we thought was
less than what we were capable of, but
we recognized the payoff of being a team
player,” admitted McCarthy. “Aerodine
eventually did realize a savings that we
now pass along to our customers. The
most important thing is to understand the
needs of the sanctioning body, and do
your homework on the ones who approve
the rules.”
FASTRAK has few “approved products,” and does not seek to limit racers’
choices; officials want the series available
to all manufacturers. “Some things just
do not need to be in our type of racing.
I have seen many series go to a specific
product being legal based on the money
given to the series for that. We don’t consider that a viable, long-term solution to
the success of our series. More expense
means less drivers in most cases, and we
try to avoid that,” Lester said.
IHRA, like FASTRAK, accepts products, but does not “approve” any. The
organization takes a somewhat different approach, Baker explained. “We
evaluate the product and the benefits it will provide to our competitors, as
well as areas in our competition structure in which it is needed. Once that is
determined, we establish a timeline for
the product’s introduction. If a product
has obvious increased benefits through
clearly defined technological advancement, only minimal discussion occurs.”
Steps are taken to limit the impact on
the racing environment for all involved,
keeping in mind that competitors unceasingly strive to enhance the performance
of their vehicles.
“Our challenge is to make sure they
do this with the best products available,”
Baker concluded, “and we always have to
balance factors such as availability, and
manufacturer support to the competitor,
as well as necessity based upon performance and cost.” 		
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